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Note Taker: Keziah Groth-Tuft, G.W. Law 
 
Co-Facilitator: 3 slots available - Today 10-11; Tomorrow 10-11; Thursday 12-1. Our time is 
very limited —> need to use time wisely. Limited because of minimal rooms available but 
secretariat can help with arranging. Also thank you for crafting strong mandate. No plan to 
stretch into second week.  
 
Will not allocate time into each part.  
 
Palestine on behalf of G77 (couldn’t hear): 

 
LDCs: agree with Palestine. Very limited time allocated for this discussion but mandated to 
have more than three days. Two weeks of negotiations but at least one  
week. We need to think about this. As a group need to think about how to do this. Thank you 
don for the report and useful to look back but some of key elements raised as group missing in 
summary report - LDC group stressed points on CTCN issues - said a helpful model and need 
to follow. Second, need a financial facility and technical facility were critically important for many 
parties around the table. NDCs called for facilities to be developed for implementation arm of 
the WIM. When it comes to WIMs work and its mandate, the focus is on addressing loss and 
damage while adaptation and mitigation address those. We are facing a lot of current losses 
and damages. I expressed the issue of Bangladesh - it’s happening now. And for review, we 
said that we are going to have a review of the WIM. WIM is bigger than EXCOM so review will 
be bigger than EXCOM (even though EXCOM will also be reviewed). Displacement, technical, 
and financial facilities and then set up an implementation arm/process under the SBI. Now. 
Develop mandate under SBI now so that take issue to next COP and delivered at COP 28 and 
COP26 = delivering  
 
Technology needs assessments under Technology expert group. 
 
Financial arm for funding support of implementing  
 
Develop expert group on action and development that will be useful at least for the most 
vulnerable.  
 
Para 6 is especially important and para. 8 of Paris Agreement re: focus of loss and damage as 
focus of our review —> key points of LDC views for review of WIM  
 
Secretariat: note the request for time allocation but also note that the WIM workshop was a 
mandated event and 8 hrs so that was a part of the process and there would be no formal report 
of that because everyone was there. Not mandated. As discussed in Bonn in June. 
 
???: Concerns on pace & the convening power of WIM is what makes it successful - drawing on 
the expertise of others.  
 
Kuwait: supports LDC comments on time. Regions affected severely so have to implement 
WIM more. A lot of people couldn’t attend the session on Sunday and there was nothing written, 
only spoken, so cannot include.  



-no was mandated so counts as formal deliberations. Same like here dont have a written 
outcome  
 
Indonesia: how can funding reach the most vulnerable? 

• EXCOM acts under guidance of both the COP and CMA 

 
Have terms of reference —> Work = responding to terms of reference that have given selves.  
 
New Zealand: Warsaw mechanism is of course working on developing countries. And works 
with a range of other activities. Disaster risk insurance, complementary elements of mandate, 
clearly more is needed. WIM was very useful in distilling what is needed  - underperformed 
especially in third function. Agrees with EU that much of success is in cooperation with other 
organizations etc.  

• agree that time is limited because terms of reference leaves much to be decided. 
Interested in discussing outside as well 
 

Uruguay: associate with G77. One of the most important outcomes of COP25. Want to see 
WIM as an effective mechanism in addressing needs of developing countries, including in 
finance and technology. See TFD as a good process and want to continue supporting. Still 
concerned at slow process of other one (slow onset etc.) 
 
Mexico: loss and damage very important. Reinforcing WIM = accelerating action in existing 
mandates. Ex) further explore risk transfer mandates under Fiji Clearing House. Review with 
gender and human rights perspective essential. Not allowed to film or video record anything in 
this room.  
 
Sudan (African Group): support G77 
Very challenging to go over and review all elements in this review. Should consider 
advancement of science to think about no longer what is happening now but also decision re: 
agreement and what will happen in. Long term. Look at finance in terms of finance for the 
mechanism itself to undertake its own work. Hoping to se these issues being implemented. And 
WIM be able to help bridge gaps in technical support ex) training packages etc. for countries. 
African Group thinks that Excom should be continued as planned. Should address all 
envisioned functions. Quickly, emphasis is on support.  TFD was good - good lessons to this but 
want to see engagement of national experts because of need to consider human dignity. Work 
stream on finance and work stream on action and support = most concerning. Haven’t 
established expert group for these. Limited work on fun on action of support. Hope this review 
will help make parallels in terms of structure and work stream E. Believe issue of expert group 
very important for advancing groups. 
 


